ACE OF ACES
https://youtu.be/72_zXigcOrA

The Fearless Flyers
Nate Smith (drums), Joe Dart (bass guitar), Cory Wong (baritone guitar), Mark Lettieri (guitar)

Funk à la Vulfpeck \( \downarrow = 106 \)

Funky drummer intro

quick slide up past E

* this fill is hard to hear on the recording.
what's written here is based on the guitars.

Ace of Aces
The Fearless Flyers
Bass Guitar
Nate Smith (drums), Joe Dart (bass guitar), Cory Wong (baritone guitar), Mark Lettieri (guitar)

https://youtu.be/72_zXigcOrA
Ace of Aces

E7

N.C.

SLAP!

quick slide up past G
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open G

T T P T P P P T T

this riff is fingerstyle
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All fingerings etc. are my suggestions based on how I believe Joe Dart is playing the tune. Without a direct camera angle and isolated bass audio, it is not possible to transcribe with 100% accuracy. Try these fingerings and then decide what works best for you!